
STEINIIETZ ON INDUCTION MOTORS.

DiscussIoN.
THE PRESIDENT:-We are greatly indebted to Mr. Steinmetz

for giving us these very definite and complete figures. The in-
duction motor is a new piece of electric mechanism, and data,
particularly such data as this, concerning it, are very valuable. lI-e
riot only considers the oidinary type of motor, but also, the effect
orn the efficiency, torque, speed, etc., when the various factors
stelh as resistanice, impedaniee, etc., are exaggerated. The paper
is open for discuission.

PROF. ELIHu THomsoN::- r. Steinmetz hlas giveni a vast
amiiounit of study to the problem of induction motors. I can say
that he has done a good thing in giving the results of the work
to the world, so tOat it may serve as a guide to others workiin
on this general sublject. The paper is full of material whielh re-
quires a good deal of time and study to discuss, and I look forwNard
to the time when in these other promised papers we shall see the
rest of the matter presented. The subject is likely to be an
exhaustless oie, as the numnber of changes wllich can be ruiog
upon this type of apparatus and simnilar types is almnost endless.
I simply call attention to what seems to me quite an interesting
mLlatter, wlichl would be of course naturally expected, that is
comparing Fig. 3 witlh Fig. 9, one machine run as a motor simply,
and the other as an induction generator; we see the speed curves
are almost the exact counterpart reflected upward, while the other
curves are very much the same, and the breakdown line is marked
in very much the same way, by a re-curving backward at a cer-
tain elevation above, and below in the other instance. No dloubt
furtlher inspectioni of these ver-y initerestig ciurves would discover
othier atnalogies between the work of the different motors anid
under the different conditions.
THE PRESIDENT :-The use of an induction motor as a genieia-

tor is a ver-y initeresting subject, about whiclh there is not vrery
muel information now available. Mfr. Steinmetz simply coIn-
siders it inicidentally in order to complete the scope of his in-
vestigations. The stability of their action is very peculiar, anid
lie does niot specify the exact conditions, but indicates them. I
Iope that poinit will be more fully covered in future papers.
PROF. W. E. GOLDSBOROUGH :-It seems to me that one of the

mnost interesting points which the paper brings out is tlhe great
exactness with whichl a piece of apparatuis can be designed. The
curves which are shown in this paper, especially those of Figs.
1 and 2 are particularly valuable to us, in view of the fact that
they indicate that a piece of electrical apparatus can be designed
with as great, if not greater, accuracy than can any other kind of
maclliniery. The points fall upon the curves with great exactness,
and if I understand AMr. Steinmetz arighlt, the curves were
figured ouit before the machine was operated. I do not know of
any other case where the accuracy of the calculations made pre-
viouIs to the test of the maclhine lhas been anything like as marked
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as in tlle case we have before us, and this agreemnent between
tlheory and practice seems to be soimething that is worthy of being
em phasized.
DR. A. E. KENNELLY: I think this paper is both interesting

and important. It shows that the quantitative behavior of the
iniduction motor depends on two vector quantities; so that, when
these vectors are k-nown, all the behavior of the' motor can be
predicated.

I am desirous of clearing up two poinlts in the paper that seem
to be open to misapprehension. On page 193 it is stated that
the clharacteristic features of the motor depend merely upon its
admittance and impedance. But unless otlherwise defined, the
admittance and impedance of a motor or any conducting circuit
should be mutually reciprocal quantities, whereas this admittance
and impedance are not apparently so connected, and it appears,
in fact, that the impedance is exclusive of the mutllal inductance
of the maclhine,,while the admittance includes it. It seemns im-
portant to have this distinction pointed out.
As regards the termn " torque-efficiency," the definition given

in words on page 190. seems to be excellent and one mnich needed:
namely, the ratio of the torque which a motor develops at a given
intake, to the torque it would develop if it had no losses of energy.
The symbolic definition for the torquie efficiency on page 189, I
do not understand, because it is expressed as a ratio of a torque
to a power. It is true thiat torque and power have the same
dimensional formula in our existing system of dimeinsions, but,
we are accustomined to define an efficiency as the ratio of two
quantities of the same nature, and not of two quantities of differeint
natures. I think Mr. Steinmetz will assist uls by clearing up this
point.

DR. F. A. C. PERRINE:-I do not know whether I misunder-
stood Mr. Steinmetz or not, in reference to Fig. 13, page 211.
If I did not, I cannot see lhow his statement agrees with the figure.
It is stated that in spite of the fact that by the introductioni of
capacity the torque was tremnendously increased, at the same timne
the torque efficiency was so largely decreased, that the effect of
capacity was rather harmful than beneficial, and that instead of
introducing capacity in order to get a high torque we should raise-
the voltage. The apparent torque efficiency certainly has a max-
imuiin coincident with the maximum of torque where the capacity
reactance is introduced, tlhough the torque efficiency is soimiewhlat
lowered. But I fail to see how the difference is so great as to
warrant the statement that it would be better to increase the
electromotive force in order to get the high current necessary to
give the great torque, than to initroduce the capacity to get that
torque.
Then in reference to Figs. 1 and 2, as Prof. Goldsborough says,

they are of tremendous imnportance, as showing how close our
calculations can come to simple experimental results. At tlie
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,same time I do not understand from the paper how many of the
initial points in these various curves are necessarv to assume be-
fore the method of calculation can be applied and the culrves
drawn. For if initial points must be assumed for all these curves,
then that means simply that the formn of the curve is shown by
the equation, but it does not show that a predetermination of the
clharacteristics of such a machine may be obtained. From a com-
parison of Figs. 3 and 9 it is apparent that only the initial value
of the current curve is assumed in these various calculations; but
it is not at all clear that it is not necessary to assume more than
the initial values of the other curves as well, and the equations
-sim ply give the forms of the curves. Those are points of diffi-
culty to me that I would be glad if Mr. Steinmetz would give mne
further light on.

AIR. CHARLES P. STEINMETZ:-Referring first to the effect of
capacity iniserted in the secondary of an induction motor, on page
21 1 a curve is shown giving the effect of various values of capac-
ity introduced into the secondary, without ainy additional resis-
tance. From this cuirve it follows that the maximnum valuie of
apparent torque efficiency is reached at the maximulllm point of
torque, that is at the point of complete resonance. But this
miaximum valuie of apparent torque efficiency is only 51 per cent.
and on either side of this point the apparent torque efficiency
falls off very rapidly. Looking now on the preceding page, the
curve of apparent torque efficiency produced by various values of
non-inductive resistance iniserted into the induction motor secon-
dary, we see that the value is beyond 80 per cent. over a very
large range, and hardly anywhere, except very near the short-
circuit point, drops below 80 per cent. This mneanis that we can
get a very large torque indeed by capacity, but at the expense of
a still larger current, while by means of non-inductive resistance,
and by raising the impressed voltagfe, we can get the same large
torque with muclh less current. The best value of capacity is
indeed the value giving perfect resonance, but even at that value
the apparent torque efficiency is far below the values available
by the use of non-inductive resistance.
With regard to the assumptions made in calcuilating the curves

given in the paper, as stated therein, these curves are calculated
fromn the valuies of impedance and admittance, both vector
quan1tities. No furtlher assumptions have been made, neither the
initial point of the curve nor any other point. Obviously the
initial point of the induction motor curve anid of the induction
generator curve are the same, since they are identical, represeint-
ing the point of synchronism. These values of impedance and
admittance from which the curves in the paper are calculated,
may either be taken froin tests made on the mnotor, or they are
calcuilated beforehand in the same way as electrical data are gen-
-erally calculated. The methods of calculation obviously belong
in tde field of electrical design and thus are outside of the scope
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of tlhis paper. T mnay say, however, that these values, and tlhere-
from the induction motor curves, can be calculated with perfect
accuracy, and in fact have to be calculated very accurately, since
obviously in larger imotors it is generally not possible to change
them after the motor has been buiilt, and thus they have to be
calcuilated correctly before the motor is built.
The formulla for torque efficienev and apparent torque efficiency,

T ]T
and

T
is apparently the ratio of a torque over a power. How-

ever, in discussing torque of a motor, the same difficulty appears
already which has led me to the introduction of the terms " torque
efficiency" and "apparent torque efficiency." The value of
torqne in pounds at one foot radius has obviously no meaning
whatever in regard to the electrical features of the motor, since
a motor giving only half the torqne of atnother motor but being
designed for twice the speed of operation is obviouisly just as
efficient regardinig the torque produced by it, or inversely, a
inotor with a larger torque when designed for lower speed of
operation may be inferior in staitingf efficiency to a motor of
same capacity of lesser starting, torque buit higlher ruinning speed.
That mneans torquie, and more particularly starting torque can be
compared only with reference to the speed for which the motor
is designed. Since in the discussion of the paper nio assumptions
are mnade with reference to the number of poles and the frequency
of the motor, that is to its speed, the torque in pounds at one
foot radius cannot be calculated at all without these assumptions,
but only the product of the torquie into synchronous speed, which
gives a direct criterion of the starting effect of the motor.

It is this value whicli I lave introduced into the paper as T
and spoken of as torque. Itis the torque, but witlh a mnultiplier
depending upon the construction of the individual motor and
its frequency, and this multiplier is its syinchronious speed. Thus
T is in reality a power, and is given in watts and represents thus
the power which the torque of the motor would develop at syn-
clhronous speed. Hence the name synchronouis watts. This I
believe will miiake the apparent discrepancy in the paper disappear.
The terms admittance and impedance introduced in time paper

need some furtlher explanation 1 conceive, but lhave been left
without it, since they have been used in the same meaning by me
before, in the theory of induietion motors and of transformers.

Admittance, however, is usually spoken of as primarv admit-
tance and refers to the admittance of the primary circuit only, at
open secondarv circuit.

If an E. M. F. is impressed upon an induction motor or trans-
former, a inagnetic flux is produced thereby which is partly
interlinked with the primary and secondarv, partly interlinked
otnly with the primary circuit, or only with the secon-
dary circuit. The foriner is the flux of inutual induction, the
latter the flux of self-induction. The effect of these two magnetic
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fluixes is entirely different, and even opposite, and thus it is not
well possible to investigate the action of an irnduction motor or
transformer witlhout separating these two fluxes or their corres-
ponding E. M. F'S. This separation is done in introducing two
different quanitities, the primary admittance anid the impedance.
The primiary admittance refers to the flux of imiutual induction
only, that is, the miagnetic flux produced by the primary and in-
terlinked witlh the secondary; while tlle imipedaniee, or more
properly self-induction impedance, refers to the flux of self-induc-
tion. or flux interlinked with one circuit only.

Obviously tlhe investigation could be carried tlhrough by using,
either onlv linpedatice or only admittance for bothl quantities,
but here in the theory of the induietion motor as of the tranis-
former, it is more convenient to represent mutual induction by
an admittance, and self-induction by an impedance.
The induction generator is a very important piece of apparatus,

I believe. It is, however, somewlhat restricted in its application,
due to the necessity of lhaving as load a circuit of leading current.
But wlherever the conditions are such that it can be used, as for
operating synchronous inotors or rotary converters, this type of
m-achine has the great advantage of the absoluite absence of conl-
tinuous current exciting circuits, collector rings, or any other parts
requLiring attention. The voltage is generated in a stationary
structure and the revolving part is a solid structure of iron and
copper bars. Furthermore, as soon as the circuit is opened or
short-circuited, the power is gone and the mnachine dead, so that
you get here a type of alternator requiring no atteintion whatever.
Besides you can riun it at different speeds and still get the saine
frequency out of it.
There is another interesting feature noticeable when conmparing

the induction motor curves and the induction generator curves.
The same machine as induction generator gives a considerably
larger outpUt electrically than as induction motor mechainically.
In a future paper I shall dwell imiore particularly on the induction
generator, and nmay mention hiere only that I have operated syn-
chronous motors fromii an induction generator; and witlh the same
voltage at the termninals of the induction generator, tlle mechan-
ical output froin the synchronous motor driven by the induction
generator was larger than the maximilum mechanical oultput which
could be derived from the same induction machine as induction
motor.
With regard to the agreement of tests witlh calculation, the

agreement in. induction motors is usually nmuch closer thain it is in
continuous current machinery, and when you look iinto it you
will see the reason for it. In continuous curreint machinery the
magnetic circuit is worked at or beyond the point of the magnetic
characteristic where saturation begins, and thus the M. M. F. con-
snmed in the iron part of the magnetic circuit is a noticeable part
of the whole M. M. F. Now it is not possible to predetermine the
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magnetic characteristics of the material of a maclhine witlh abso-
lutte accuracy, since even a test made on a test piece broken froin
the casting of the very machine does not give correct results,
different parts of the same casting differing from each otlher. In
induction motors, however, and transfoimers the iron is necessarily
worliing at a density below saturationi, and thus the Mt. M. F. COnI-
suined in the iron is very small. Henice the main source of dis-
crepancy between calculation and test in continuous currenit
machines, does not exist in induction motors. Obviously occasioni-
ally some discrepancy between test and calculation appears in
induction motors also.

Th-e term admittance essentially depends upon the length of
the air-gap of the motor. The lenigth of air-gap used in induction
motors is very small, and thus a variation in the air-gap due to
imnperfection of mechanical coinstruieti0i is to a certaini extenit utia-
voidable. Occasionally I have found a discrepanicy between tlle
calculated and observed value of impedanee and especially its
energy component, tlle effective resistance, that. observed by the
test being larger than the ohmic resistance of the motor as derived
from calculation or measurement. In most cases of this nature
I lhave been able to locate the discrepancy in eddy currents pro-
duced somewhere in the mechanical structure, due to the prox-
imitv of iron or other solid mnetal, anid by removing it have seen
the test curve diop back to the curves derived from calculation.
In the primary admnittance of mnotors withi very smnall air-gap
necessarily a certain variation muist be allowed for the m-eclhanical
impossit)ility of getting the length of a veryv small air-gap exactly
rig,ht. Otherwise, lowever, youi see thlat the problem of predeter-
mination of induictioni mototrs is really mnore favorable for accu-
rate solutiLn than that of continuous current machines.

I believe this is all wlichl has come upj) in the discussion.

The following paper on a '"New Form of Induction Coil" wvas
then presented by Prof. Elilhui Thiomson.
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